
NEW MUSIC VIDEO : TIME THAT IS MINE  
FROM CAMILLA MATHIAS  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

BBC6 MUSIC,UK 
Chris Hawkins, DJ 
"A beautiful, captivating and delicious chanteuse” 

KATE BUSH / FISH PEOPLE, USA 
Kate Bush's label 
"Your song is playing in the office here!" 

LEFT BANK MAGAZINE, USA 
"Don’t forget this name” 

GIGSOUP, USA  
"This glitchy folktronica is well worth investigating.” 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
“This is a song that flowed out of me as fast as the flow of Zurich’s Limmat river. " 

This is somewhat of a contrast to the multi award-winning debut music video Don't release from British/
Romanian polyglot polymath Camilla Mathias, which was an anthem to admin and tech stress.  

Time That is Mine, Camilla's most downloaded track, described by producer Pete Brazier at Vertical Rooms 
as "a psychedelic selfish flamenco ballad" is being re-released to celebrate the launch of the music video 
directed by Vee Vimolmal. Camilla’s ethereal harmonies, conscious lyrics and classical guitar arpeggiation are 
the foundation to her signature sound which she co-produced in Switzerland with electronic sound designer 
Rupert Lally. 

The video, shot in beautiful locations between Hampstead Heath and Mayfield Lavender Farm on an iPhone 
XR and DJI Osmo Gimbal, takes you on an inward nostalgic journey. The song has recently been chosen as 
the soundtrack to the film The Litter Mermaid (A comedy about humans, a tragedy about plastic), selected 
as Artistic Echoes track of the month, for the Lift-Off Film Festival and the Lechdale Virtual Music Festival. 

Camilla remains committed to creating and expressing what really matters in life, authentically fusing 
together all her passions to stimulate change and inspire us to stop and see things differently. As composer, 
producer, singer, guitarist, lyricist, writer and co-creator of the music video for Time That is Mine, she looks 
forward to it’s positive effect in the world, and to completing more and more multidisciplinary, cross-genre 
projects worldwide. 
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PRESS  

Press & downloads 

email@camillamathias.com 
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        SONG CREDITS: 

Written, Composed & Performed by Camilla Mathias (Vocals & Acoustic Guitar) 

Percussion, Bass & Slide Guitars, Keyboards by Rupert Lally 

Produced by Rupert Lally & Camilla Mathias - ISRC: ushm91922938 

Engineered by Rupert Lally - Cover Photography by Lyndon Burford. 

VIDEO CREDITS: 

Directed, Edited & Graded by Vee Vimolmal 

Story by Vee Vimolmal & Camilla Mathias 

Starring Camilla Mathias 


